WEB VIDEOS

Watching a Time-Lapse Film

Something beautiful is in store for your day/night! National Geographic time-lapse films include everything from dragonflies flitting around flowers to heat waves shimmering on the ocean. Enjoy in HD—and sharing it is as simple as a click.

NEWS AND VIDEOS

#### Need something beautiful to perk up your day? Watch National Geographic’s time-lapse film of a series of flowers, each blooming in seconds.

#### From a byway with no guardrails on the edge of a cliff to a bridge so high it goes through clouds, these roads are not for the faint of heart.

With school about to return for another year now is the perfect time to consider upgrading your home’s Internet speed to meet the increasing demands of a technology reliant family.

#### From homework and Netflix, to YouTube and live streaming, the average household’s demand for higher upload & download speeds has never been greater.

At Nexicom we understand the ever-changing needs of our customers for high speed, unlimited Internet, that is both reliable and affordable. That is why all of our high-speed internet packages are unlimited, and our price is what we say it is. From DSL and Wireless, to Cable and the latest Fibre connections (where technology permits), we have the speeds and pricing to suit your family’s need.

Contact our local and friendly Customer Service Team today to see what speeds are available in your area. 1(888) 639-4266.

CUSTOMER AUDIT

#### Khan Academy

This free learning site offers exercises, videos, and a progress dashboard for students of any age. Learn more...

#### Good News Network

Get your happy on with 21,000 positive business, health, and life stories from around the globe. Learn more...

#### Practical Money Skills

Here you can learn about budgeting, saving, credit, debt, identity theft, the economy, and more. Learn more...

#### Almost Apple Pie

This Apple Pie Bake recipe is easier than actual apple pie (no crust to make) and equally delish. Just prep, bake, and enjoy!

#### Lasagna Party Ring

Seeking a dish to serve at your next party? The Lasagna Party Ring is the grab-and-go version of everyone’s favorite food.

#### Scanbot

Cut clutter. Scan in your receipts, documents, business cards, and other pieces of paper. Learn more...

#### Checkout 51

Get cash rewards on everyday items from your favorite brands and stores with this app. Learn more...

#### GoArt

Upload a photo and convert it to the style of your favorite artist, such as Van Gogh or Picasso. Learn more...

#### Stacked House Number Planter

Put this adorable, easy-to-make planter near your front door to clearly display your address and welcome guests.

#### Back-To-School Crayon Frame

Make photos of the first day more memorable by giving your kids a colorful homemade sign to show their grade.

#### WHAT SHOULD I DO ABOUT THE END OF SUPPORT FOR OFFICE 2007?

End of support (also called “end of life”) for Office 2007 is just around the corner—here’s what you should know.
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